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focus on preventing
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— an advantage that far
outweighs the “breakfix” support offered by
other vendors.
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Always On, Always Available
The Automated Uptime Layer software works in
concert with the lockstep technology to anticipate
and prevent software errors.
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Yet even with all of this sophistication, Canary Enterprise Historian HA systems look and
act as a single x86 server. They operate and are managed as a single server, running
standard Windows and VMware operating systems. There is no need to modify other
applications to run on a Canary Enterprise Historian HA server. Even better, there’s no
additional training required for your IT staff to manage one

System Options

SE R V I C E S A V A I L A B LE
Technical Support
Installation and Setup

Department: Highly affordable fault-

Maintenance

tolerant server that is ideal for

Application Support

deployment in remote or small production

Hardware Support

facilities.
Mid-range: Its many configuration
options make it suitable for a wide range
of Enterprise Historian configurations.
Enterprise: A high-performance, faulttolerant server for enterprise-class process
historian and client-intensive workloads.

servers eliminate the
complexity and costs of
deploying and managing
high-availability
solutions.

TECHNI CAL SU PP OR T
Canary Labs recognizes
that every user may have
questions or issues
pertaining to our
products from time to
time. Through our
CustomerCare program,
our technical support
department is ready to
assist you and is
committed to finding a
solution to your problem
in a timely manner.

